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Why a need for biomarkers?
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What is a Biomarker?
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Biomarkers Definitions Working Group (2001), NIH

a biomarker is defined as 

‘a characteristic that is objective measured and evaluated as an 
indicator of a biological response to a therapeutic intervention’ 

Or in other words



Examples of biomarkers used in clinical 
practice
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What is an ideal  biomarker? 
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Biomarker met in Clinical protocols
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Why all this?

Ø Crystal City VI meeting with Industry and FDA
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Ø Do you know what you are measuring?
Ø What is the purpose of the assay?
Ø Assay design – reagents?
Ø What are the limitations of the assay?
Ø What is the precision of the 

measurement?
Ø How do sample handling conditions 

affect the measurement?

Sept-2015



EBF recommendation on Biomarkers 2012
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4 pillars
Drivers for BM assay validation

1. Observed or anticipated biomarker level changes
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4 pillars
Drivers for BM assay validation

2. Development Phase in which a biomarker is measured
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Discovery Non-
clinical Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

In vivo In manIn vitro

Translational



4 pillars
Drivers for BM assay validation

3. Decisions taken from the biomarker data
Ø efficacy decisions
Ø safety decisions
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4 pillars
Drivers for BM assay validation

4. Fit of assay with Regulated Bioanalysis Guidelines
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4 pillars
Drivers for BM assay validation

1. Observed or anticipated biomarker level changes
2. Development Phase in which a biomarker is measured
3. Decisions taken from the biomarker data

Ø efficacy decisions
Ø safety decisions

4. Fit of assay with Regulated Bioanalysis Guidelines

Above classification are superimposable - should be 
applied in concert to tailor an bioanalytical  strategy 

in support of a Biomarker
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2012: EBF recommendation
Combined flowchart
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So how to bring this into practice?
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EBF Biomarker Focus Workshop
(Lisbon June-2016)



Biomarker Focus Workshop
(Lisbon June-2016)

Ø Regulatory environment
– Crystal City VI meeting 

o Biomarker Assays ≠ PK assays
Ø Case studies

– Exploratory biomarker in Discovery
– Safety biomarker in a GLP tox study
– An exploratory biomarker in FHD
– Diagnostic biomarker in Drug-drug interaction 
– Efficacy biomarker for dose setting

Ø Panel discussion 
– Focus on communication
– GLP and biomarker analysis
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Aim of the workshop: Bring assay validation and analysis 
into practise
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Take home messages from CC-VI
Consensus

ØCategory 1 = most Biomarkers we analyse today
– Internal decision making
– Extent of assay validation is up to you!

ØCategory 2
– Biomarker to support pivotal decision & label claim
– Assay validation in scope of FDA review
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Sept-2015
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Ø How do Biomarker assays differ from PK assays?
– Reference material do not resemble endogenous 

counter part => Relative accuracy
– Parallelism is the key analytical validation experiment
– Matrix contain endogenous analyte => surrogate matrix
– Stability of spiked Ref Mat ≠ endogenous stability  (ISS)
– Understand the biology!
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ISS= Incurred sample stability

Biomarker Assays ≠ PK assays



Key questions
Ø What is missing to bring the EBF recommendation 

paper into daily practice and how do we get there? 

– focus on internal BA experts

– focus on our stakeholders
Ø What is missing to bring the PK bioanalyst more 

informed to understand the questions asked?
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EBF Focus Workshop
Panel Discussion Communication 
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BA Scientist are passionate about 
accuracy
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And we also want to have guidelines
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(Lack of) Communication –
the Achilles heel of any success story
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Communication
The 5th Pillar in EBF recommendation
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Communication internal BA experts
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Assay must be reliable in order to be confident in 
decisions taken for the biomarker data 
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Communication with stakeholders
Prepare a Questionnaire
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Why are the 
biomarkers 
selected?

What are 
the 

expected 
levels of 

the 
biomarker?

Which 
matrix to 

collect 
the 

sample? 

Are there any 
available 
standard 
material?

Which Assay 
format should 

be used?

Which project 
stage are the 
biomarker to 
be measured

Are there 
commercial 

kits 
available?

Which decisions 
will be made upon 

the data?
MoA

Disease activity
Safety
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Communication with our stakeholders

Ø BA Fear: Do not use data outside the intended scope

Ø Stakeholders have a general fear for regulators when 
reviewing  Biomarker data
– Biomarker Assays ≠ PK assays

Ø GLP claim for biomarker assay validation and 
analysis   à more in a minute
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Bioanalysis

Project team

Regulatory 
AffairGLP QA



Communication 
PK scientist to become a BM scientist

Ø Biomarker Assays ≠ PK assays

Ø How much assay characterisation is needed for a 
biomarker assay validation?

Ø Understanding the data & the biology
Ø BM scientist to be part of the project team
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The challenge for biomarker scientists is to develop 
a validation strategy that covers both the analytical and the biology 
process and to understand what is the intended use of data

Crystal City VI white paper
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Take home messages

ØGeneric acceptance criteria are difficult for 
all BM assay

ØCommunication is the key and should 
include all stakeholders

ØAssay validation requirements can change 

ØGLP and compliance status

Ø Look for global consensus 
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BM= Biomarker
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Thank you and……….
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